
English Task Booklet - Year 2 | Term 1 
Home Learning PART 2 

Howard Park Community School  

Please see attached resources to go with the                   
lessons for a two-week period. 

Y2  



Watch and listen to the video 
 
Find it at:  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zdgd4xs/articles/zfckr2p 

Then complete the quiz, ‘Match the Sound to 
the Scene’. 
 

Day Six - Onomatopoeia - 1 

Onomatopoeia is a word which sounds like 
what it means.  

In the story Peace at Last there are lots of        
examples of onomatopoeia used. 

Watch and listen to the video 
 
 
Find it at:  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/english-ks1-ks2-poetry-playing-with-words/zmxf8xs  

 



Re-watch and listen to the video of                 
Peace at Last 
 
Find it at:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9U9y35kWBvM 
 

Day Six - Onomatopoeia - 2 

Make a list of the words used in our story that 
sounds like what it means. 

On the next pages can you read the                                
description and write an onomatopoeia 
for each one?  
One has already been done for you… 
 



Day Six - Onomatopoeia - 3 



Day Six - Onomatopoeia - 4 

Now write sentences to match these pictures  



Watch and listen to the video 
 
Find it at:  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zpccwmn/articles/zqmkh39 

 
 

Day Seven - Plan your story - 1 

When writing, it helps to have a plan. You 
should research your story by reading books 
of the same genre or getting some real-life 
experience. The best stories have a                         
challenge, a solution and an exciting ending. 

Most stories have a beginning, middle and 
end. 
• In the beginning, establish your setting and 
characters. 
• In the middle, you could add conflict and a 
problem to solve. 
• At the end there could be a dramatic                        
rescue. The ending could be happy or sad. 



Watch and listen to the video 
 
Find it at:  
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zpccwmn/articles/zwmt4qt 

 

Day Seven - Plan your story - 2 

We want you to have a go at planning your 
own story based on Peace at Last. 
Today you will be completing your story plan.  
The story will be about a time when you 
couldn’t sleep. Where were you? Who was 
there? Where did you go? What did you try to 
help you sleep?  
The challenge, conflict, problem in our                 
stories will be that you couldn’t sleep.  
The solution will be how you fixed this? What 
did you do? Where did you go? How did you 
fix the problem? 

Today’s task is to fill in the in the story planner 
on the following page. 



Day Seven - Plan your story - 3 



Day Eight & Nine - Your story - 1 

First, have a go and speaking your story out 
loud using the story planner you created                         
yesterday. 
 

In the next two lessons we would like you to 
write your own story using your story plan-
ner and writing in full sentences and include 
expanded noun phrases and onomatopoeia? 

The learning targets for these two lessons are: 



Day Eight & Nine - Your story - 2 



Day Eight & Nine - Your story - 3 



Day Eight & Nine - Your story - 4 



Day Ten - Check your story - 1 

The learning target for this lesson is: 

Well-done on completing your stories! 
We are looking forward to reading them. 
 

Today we would like you to read through the 
story you have written over the last two days. 
 

We would like you read through and check for 
mistakes and make improvements. Use a 
green pen/pencil to highlight these                            
corrections. 
 

Can you ask an adult for support? 
As you read your story does it make sense? 
Is the use of capital letters and full stops               
consistent? 
Are there any spellings that need correcting? 
Could you add in any new vocabulary 
(adjectives) to improve your story even                    
further? 
Have you used onomatopoeia? 
Have you used expanded noun phrases? 


